
Dragons, Unicorns & Mermaids



OVERVIEW

For centuries, mythic creatures of all sizes and  

temperaments have abounded in stories, music,  

and works of art in cultures around the world. 

Mythic Creatures: Dragons, Unicorns & Mermaids 

traces the origins of some of the most recognized 

and enduring of these mythological beings,  

bringing to light the ways in which people have 

been inspired by nature to envision and depict 

these strange and wonderful creatures. “Life size” 

models, engaging hands-on interactives, fossils, 

paintings, textiles, and diverse cultural objects 

from around the world demonstrate the allure  

of these mythical creatures in the past, and their 

continued fascination for visitors of all ages today.

Protoceratops specimen.
Ethiopian book depicting the legendary  
dragon slayer Saint George.

•  “Life-size” models include 
mythical creatures such  
as a 17-foot-long dragon;  
a 10-foot-long unicorn;  
an 11-foot-tall roc; a kraken  
with 12-foot tentacles; as  
well as an over-6-foot-tall,  
extinct primate called  

   Gigantopithecus; and  
Aepyornis, an extinct bird  
that stood over 9 feet tall.

•  Map and books with drawings  
of mythical creatures dating  
from the 16th to the 19th 
centuries

• Numerous interactive stations 
  including one where visitors 
  build their own dragon and 
  then watch it come to life

• A 120-foot-long Chinese 
  parade dragon

• A “Feejee mermaid,” similar  
  to that made famous by  
  showman P. T. Barnum

• Video interviews with experts 
  from around the world 
  discussing the significance 
  of mythic creatures 

HIGHLIGHTS



Children rearrange scale models of mammoth bones to 
look like a giant human skeleton and Protoceratops bones 
to look like a griffin skeleton.

Creatures of Air section with  
models of the roc and Aepyornis.

 QuOtEs

“A brilliant curatorial idea.” 
   
  – The New York Times

“On a scale of one to ten…a mythical ten.”  
  
  – The New Yorker

“Harry Potter would probably feel right at home here.”    

  – Associated Press

“Deftly combines nature and myth, paleontology and  
  anthropology, and delightfully campy models of mythical  
  creatures with real fossils.” 

  – Yahoo! News

“Traces natural and cultural roots of some of the world’s  
  most enduring mythological beings.” 

  – ScientificAmerican.com

“There’s plenty of stuff to play with. Not only can [kids] fondle  
  casts of tusks and talons, but they can even design a dragon… 
  if they can get past their parents lining up for the same thing.”  

  – The New York Post 

An over-6-foot-tall model of an extinct
primate called Gigantopithecus.

Introductory panel of the exhibition.



19th-century wedding robe from the Nanai people on 
the Amur River includes patches of a Chinese dragon 
robe and is styled after an imperial robe.

View of kraken model and a giant squid tentacle specimen.

 Overview of the Creatures of Land section.

Garuda figure from Tibet. The giant, birdlike Garuda 
often wage war on Nagas, large snakes.

Painted wooden mermaid weathervane carved by  
an American coppersmith between 1825 and 1850.

exHIbITIoN SeCTIoNS 

1. Introduction

2. Creatures of Water 

3. Creatures of Land

4. Creatures of air

5. Dragons

6. Conclusion
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1. INTroDuCTIoN
Visitors enter the gallery and find themselves face-
to-face with a magnificent model of a 17-foot-long 
dragon whose 19-foot wingspan soars overhead.  
Perhaps the most famed and universal of mythic 
creatures, dragons’ identities and origins are 
explored throughout the exhibition.

2. CreATureS oF WATer
The dark depths of the open ocean combined 
with the hopes, curiosities, and fears of travelers 
and sailors give form to mysterious creatures of 
the water: kraken, sea monsters, mermaids, and 
more. Diverse artifacts illustrate these creatures’ 
stories, and objects and a video investigate their 
possible natural origins. An in-depth exploration 
of mermaids from around the world illustrates 
the incredible universality of the ideas behind this 
popular creature.

3. CreATureS oF LAND
Many mythical creatures that walk the earth appear 
to have body parts from ordinary animals combined 
in unusual ways. Fossils including touchable casts of 
a Protoceratops skeleton, mammoth bones and a 
narwhal tusk, and a dwarf elephant skull illustrate how 
people may have been able to envision creatures 
such as the griffin, ape-men, and the Cyclops. Other 
creatures, such as the European unicorn with a 
magical horn, look like familiar animals, but have 
extraordinary and magical powers. 

4. CreATureS oF AIr
Mythical creatures of the air include the Asian 
phoenix, a bird that appears at times of peace or 
to announce the birth of a virtuous emperor; the 
Greek sphinx, a terrible monster with a fondness for 
riddles; the Garuda, a giant, birdlike divinity in Hindu 
and Buddhist stories that fights its eternal enemies, 
the snakelike Nagas; and Pegasus, the famed 
winged horse of Greek mythology. Artifacts and 
objects explore how these creatures of the air were 
portrayed in various cultures, and a video features 
experts discussing the origins of these beings.

5. DrAGoNS
Found in stories and legends across Europe and 
Asia, these reptilian beasts with fabulous powers 
claim a mythic presence in many cultures.  European 
dragons are powerful, wicked, and dangerous. 
Asian dragons have sweeping powers and can be 
a force for good  — they breathe clouds, move the 
seasons, and control the waters of rivers, lakes, and 
seas. Compelling objects and artifacts from around 
the world demonstrate the presence of these 
amazing creatures in numerous cultures.

6. CoNCLuSIoN
Mythical creatures are still among us, rooted in  
long-standing cultural tradition and often informing 
personal identity. Photographic portraits of people 
of all ages are accompanied by intriguing quotes 
about the influence mythic creatures have on their 
lives, even today.

A mid-18th-century netsuke portraying a tengu. In folk tales, tengu sometimes 
abduct human beings for brief, airborne adventures, and can also impart superhuman 
swordsmanship.

Korean painting from the early 1900s illustrating the Asian legend of a fish that 
turns into a dragon.
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Size: 7,000 square feet

Mythic Creatures: Dragons, Unicorns & Mermaids is organized by the American Museum 

of Natural History, New York, (www.amnh.org), in collaboration with The Field Museum, 

Chicago; Canadian Museum of Civilization, Gatineau-Ottawa; Australian National 

Maritime Museum, Sydney; and Fernbank Museum of Natural History, Atlanta.

Photo credits: All photos © D. Finnin/AMNH unless noted otherwise; Build a Mammoth 

interactive: © R. Mickens/AMNH; Mermaid weathervane: © Shelburne Museum, 

Shelburne, Vermont.

FOR mORE InFORmatIOn

To learn more about this and   

other exhibitions available from  

the American Museum of 

Natural History, please email 

travelingprograms@amnh.org

or visit our website at  

amnh.org/traveling

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th St

New York, NY 10024


